Meet Me in the Middle:
Discover Benefits of Blended Learning
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What is Blended Learning?
What is Blended Learning?

It’s using assessments to drive individual student learning. Assign students playlist and/or stations to help each student achieve reachable goals.
Why Blended Learning?
The Four Models

BRICK-AND-MORTAR
- Traditional Instruction
- Technology-Rich Instruction

ONLINE LEARNING
- Informal Online Learning
- Full-Time Online Learning

BLENDDED LEARNING
1. Rotation Model
   - Station-Rotation model
   - Lab-Rotation model
   - Flipped-Classroom model
   - Individual-Rotation model
2. Flex Model
3. Self-Blend Model
4. Enriched-Virtual Model
1. Playlists
Playlist Examples

Pre-Test Playlists
- Continents and Oceans A
- Continents and Oceans B

Small Group Instruction
- Maps
- China’s History

Individual Station Rotation
- Early Native American
Check out this folder of playlist templates to get you started. You will need to make a copy of the ones you would like to use.

Here is a list of some other resources you might like to include in your playlists.

Online Resource: 100 Blended Resources

Follow Jennifer Gonzalez’s blog or on Twitter @cultofpedagogy

Follow Caitlin Tucker here and on Twitter @Catlin_Tucker
Questions?

Feel free to reach us through email or Twitter!

Shawn Criscone: shawncriscone@wsdr4.org
Twitter: @SCriscone

Sara Rowe: sararowe@wsdr4.org
Twitter: @iteachmuggles03
Free templates for all your presentation needs

For PowerPoint and Google Slides
100% free for personal or commercial use
Ready to use, professional and customizable
Blow your audience away with attractive visuals
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